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Ask the Experts

Question : What are some tips and recommendations and choices for roof venting ??
Part One

The most common question is what size of vent do I need. This is an important question but there are several other
factors to consider other than how many sq. feet of vent you require. Height differentials plays a very major role in the
performance of your vent system.
Natural Venting of Greenhouse Structures
General Natural Ventilation Rules
Several general rules should be observed in designing a greenhouse for natural ventilation. ( I.e.: By roof vents/ridge
vents or gutter vents and or sidewall vents. )
•

•
•

Systems using natural ventilation should be designed for effective ventilation regardless of wind direction. THERE
MUST BE EFFECTIVE VENTILATION WHEN THE WIND DOES NOT COME FROM THE PREVAILING
DIRECTION.
The greatest flow per unit area of total opening is obtained by using inlet and outlet openings of equal area.
The neutral pressure level tends to move to the level of any single opening, with a resulting reduction in pressure
across the opening.
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•
•
•

There must be a vertical distance between the vents for temperature difference to product natural ventilation.
THE GREATER THE VERTICAL DIFFERENCE, THE GREATER THE VENTILATION ( flow ) rate will be.
Openings near the neutral plan level are least effective for ventilation.
Protect roof vents against high winds / rains with outdoor weather stations.

FLOW DUE TO THERMAL FORCES
In most greenhouses, there is no significant internal resistance to affect total flow rates so this formula is an effective
tool.
•

Q = C * A * sq. root(h(t1-t0)/t1)
where
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

•

Q = flow, L/s or CFM
A = free area of inlets or outlets, Sq.M or Sq. Ft.
h = height from inlets to outlets, M or ft
t1= indoor temperature at height h, Deg C or Deg F
t0=outdoor temperature, Deg. C or Deg. F
C = constant of proportionality, 116 (if metric ), 9.4
This applies if t1>tO, if t1<tO replace t1 in denominator with t0.
■
Reference source ASHRAE - fundamentals handbook
■
■
Interesting formula for sure and it does work. Backing up to the basic rules though please note, sure the areas of
the openings are important..... but .... what is really important is the height differential between the openings.

Let's look at a couple situations.
Common factors .... no wind. Inside temperature up at roof vent 120 deg. F. Outdoor temperature 85 deg. F. Roof vents
total area of 500 sq. feet. ( 1/2 inlet / 1/2 outlet, 1000 sq. ft. total ) and are located at same distance from the peak. Both
houses at 240 feet long.
House 1 was built using a slope of 1/4" per 12 feet for roof drainage.
House 2 was built using a slope of 1 1/2" per 12 feet for roof drainage.
Will the vents on both houses work the same at the same common factor conditions ??? Nope .... house 2 will always
provide more ventilation than house one.
Remember the height differential plays a very very strong role.
House one has a total elevation drop of 5" along the length of the gutter or and average of 2.5" ( .4' )
House two has a total elevation drop of 30" along the length of the gutter or and average of 15". ( 1.25')
House one will ventilate 19,810 CFM
House two will ventilate 36,020 CFM
Just due to the thermal force acting.
Hm ...... same house .. but with different slopes on the gutter.
I know which house I'd build, if cooling was a concern.
Remember the height differential plays a very very strong role.
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How to improve house number one ???? It's easy. You don't need to add exhaust fans. Just introduce some low level
openings ...... how about sidewall vents or shutters ....
As an example on house # one .... if only 200 sq. feet of low level vent/shutters were added and were centered at the 6
foot mark off grade. The vents on the roof are 14 feet above grade. This provides a height differential of 8 feet. All other
conditions the same.
Now the roof vents will flow 46,00 CFM air flow at a ratio of 500/200 ( 500 sq. feet of roof vent --- 200 sq. feet for the
sidewall vent area ). No ........that's an increase on air flow.
The thing to note: It is not always the size of the vent but the height differentials between the vents.
Flow Due to Wind
•

Remember it is foolish to size the vents based on prevailing wind ( we know many companies and suppliers do ....
but it is foolish ). Here's a handy little formula.
◦

Q=CVAv
Q = air flow in L/sec or CFM
■
A = area if inlet openings
■
v = velocity of wind, M/sec or MPH
■
Cv = constant of effectiveness of openings ( 0.50 to 0.60 with wind perpendicular, 0.25 to 0.35 for
■
diagonal wind )
A 10 MPH wind acting perpendicular on the above examples would cause an extra 7500 CFM air
flow in and out of the structure.

Required Flow
The required flow is dependent on the total heat to be removed and the difference between outdoor and indoor
temperatures ( at the vent heights ). As an example, a greenhouse is subjected to a total conducted and solar gain load of
3,600,000 BTU's, 120 deg. F at the vent opening and 85 deg. F outdoor air, the required air flow rate would be 93,294
CFM. Based on air density of 0.075 lbs/cubic feet, specific heat of 0.245 BTU/lbF.
Using the above formulas you them can figure out the vent sizes that you need.

Just remember..... Closely read and consider the ventilation rules. If you do so... Your ventilation blues can be solved.

Common Venting Methods
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